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a b s t r a c t
Given an edge-weighted graph G and a list of source–sink pairs of terminal vertices of G,
the minimum multicut problem consists in selecting a minimum weight set of edges of G
whose removal leaves no path from the ith source to the ith sink, for each i. Few tractable
special cases are known for this problem. In this paper, we give a simple polynomial-time
algorithm solving it in undirected planar graphs where (I) all the terminals lie on the outer
face and (II) there is a bounded number of terminals.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this note, we study the polynomial-time solvability of the minimummulticut problem in planar undirected graphs.
Assume that we are given an n-vertex graph G = (V , E), a weight function c : E → Z+ on the edges of G and a list N of
pairs (source si, sink s′i) of terminal vertices. Theminimummulticut problem (MinMC) consists in selecting aminimumweight
set of edges whose removal leaves no path from si to s′i for each i. The minimum multiterminal cut problem (MinMTC) is a
special case ofMinMC in which, given a set of vertices T = {t1, . . . , t|T |}, the terminal pairs are (ti, tj) for i 6= j.
For |N | = 1,MinMC is equivalent to theminimumcut problem, and therefore is polynomial-time solvable both in directed
and undirected graphs [7]. For the same reason, MinMTC is polynomial-time solvable for |T | = 2 in undirected graphs.
Unfortunately,MinMTC becomesNP -hard, and evenAPX-hard, as soon as |T | = 3 in undirected graphs [5], and as soon
as |T | = 2 in directed graphs [9]. This implies that MinMC is APX-hard for fixed |N | ≥ 3 in undirected graphs, and for
fixed |N | ≥ 2 in directed graphs. Note, however, thatMinMC is tractable in undirected graphs when |N | = 2 [19].
For an arbitrary number of source–sink pairs, MinMC is tractable in paths and in chains, but APX-hard even in
unweighted stars [10]. However, when |N | is fixed, it becomes tractable in trees, and even in bounded tree-width graphs [2].
Moreover, there is a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for MinMC in unweighted undirected graphs of
bounded tree-width and bounded degree, but dropping any of these three assumptions leads toAPX-hardness (instead of
NP -hardness only) [3]. There also exist an O(log |N |)-approximation algorithm forMinMC in general graphs [11] and an
O(1)-approximation algorithm in planar graphs [18].
In this note, we show thatMinMC is polynomial-time solvable in planar graphswhere (I) all the terminals lie on the outer
face (we shall say in this case that the graph has outer terminals) and (II) |N | is fixed. We also give a linear-time algorithm
for the special case where |N | = 2.
The interest of this result may follow from several reasons. First, it generalizes the result for trees given in [10] and is, to
the best of our knowledge, the first tractability result for MinMC in graphs more general than trees (and with unbounded
tree-width). Second, it should be noticed once again that MinMC remains APX-hard if the graph is not planar (even for
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|N | = 3) [5], or if |N | is not fixed (even in trees) [10]. This latter result implies the NP -hardness of MinMC in planar
graphs with outer terminals and arbitrary |N |, while MinMTC is tractable in this case (this follows from a nice reduction
to a tractable special case of the Steiner tree problem) [4]. Third,MinMTC, which is a special case ofMinMC, is tractable in
planar graphs if |N | is fixed (it isNP -hard otherwise) [5,12]. As a comparison, the complexity ofMinMC in planar graphs
is still open when |N | is fixed: the case studied in this paper is thus a natural special case of this more general (open) case.
Indeed, several flow and cut problems have already been efficiently solved in planar graphs with outer terminals, although
they were much harder in ‘‘general’’ planar graphs [4,8,14–16].
Furthermore, an interesting feature of our approach is that it relies on a (new) reduction fromMinMC toMinMTC. Such
a reduction was given in [5], but unfortunately the authors observed that it did not preserve planarity: we modify their
reduction slightly and show that, in planar graphs with outer terminals, this new reduction does preserve planarity. To the
best of our knowledge, such a planarity-preserving reduction was not known before.
For the sake of simplicity, all the (planar) graphs considered in this paper are simple (i.e., with no parallel edges), loopless,
connected (if this is not the case, we consider each connected component independently), and already embedded in the plane
without crossings. Moreover, any time we say that some (new) edge is heavy or that some (new) edge weight is equal to
+∞, we mean that the edge weight is equal to a sufficiently large integer, e.g., 1+∑e∈E c(e), where E is the initial edge set.
2. Description of the algorithm
We now present our algorithm. The basic idea for it is simple: we wish to reduce, in polynomial time, a planar MinMC
instance with outer terminals to a planar MinMTC instance (or, more precisely, to a set of planar MinMTC instances).
Obviously, we also want the planarMinMTC instance(s) to have a fixed number of terminals (as theMinMC instance does).
Then, we can use any algorithm solving MinMTC in planar graphs in polynomial time for fixed |T |, such as the ones in [5,
12], to solve our initial instance ofMinMC in polynomial time. Therefore, we begin by describing our planarity-preserving
reduction.
2.1. A reduction that preserves planarity
In [5], a general reduction fromMinMC toMinMTCwas presented.More precisely, it was shown that anyMinMC instance
can be solved by solving at most (
√
2|N |+1)2|N |
(
√
2|N |+1)! MinMTC instances. Indeed, in any optimal solution S for the initial MinMC
instance I, the 2|N | terminals are clustered in q ≤ √2|N | + 1 sets (or clusters), such that (a) each cluster does not contain
both si and s′i for each i, (b) each cluster is separated from all the other clusters by the edges of S, and (c) for each pair of
clusters, there is an i such that si is in one cluster and s′i is in the other (otherwise, we can merge the two clusters and still
have a valid clustering, i.e., one that satisfies (a) and (b)). Given this clustering, for each cluster, we add one new vertex
(called a cluster vertex) linked by a new heavy edge (called a cluster edge) to every terminal contained in this cluster in
order to transform theMinMC instance I into aMinMTC instance I′ where the terminals are the cluster vertices. We have
opt(I) = opt(I′) (where, given any instance J, opt(J) is the optimal value for J). Indeed, opt(I′) ≤ opt(I) since S is
a solution for I′, and opt(I) ≤ opt(I′) since any solution for I′ is a solution for I. Hence, whenever |N | is fixed and
such instances of MinMTC are polynomial-time solvable, one can solve in polynomial time the corresponding instances
ofMinMC by trying all the possible clusterings and, for each one of them, solving aMinMTC instance. The main drawback
of this technique is that it does not necessarily preserve planarity (as it can be easily seen).
We now define another reduction, which is in fact a refinement of the previous one: in any optimal solution of aMinMC
instance, any terminal belongs to a connected component of the graph obtained by removing the edges of this solution.
Therefore, the idea is to consider only clusterings associated with these connected components. In other words, for any
optimal solution S, we define the clustering associated with (the connected components of) S as follows: Ti, the ith cluster
of the clustering, contains the terminals lying in the ith connected component. We shall see that this particular clustering,
which satisfies (a) and (b), has nice properties. However, since it does not necessarily satisfy (c), it can contain more than√
2|N |+1 clusters (actually, it can containΩ(|N |) clusters), and so our reduction needs to enumeratemore clusterings than
the general reduction described above. Before proving that our reduction preserves planarity, we make some preliminary
remarks and give some definitions.
2.2. Obtaining a 2-vertex-connected graph
We consider an arbitrary instance of planar MinMC. Without loss of generality, we first assume that all the terminal
vertices are distinct (if this is not the case, it is quite an easy job to make this assumption hold). Let us show that we can also
assumewithout loss of generality that the graph of this instance is 2-vertex-connected (which will imply that the boundary
of the outer face is a unique cycle). Indeed, we can transform the graph into a 2-edge-connected graph by doubling all edge
weights (and thus, all weights become even), and then by replacing every edge (u, v) (with weight c(u, v)) by four edges
(u, w), (w, v), (u, w′) and (w′, v), where w and w′ are two new vertices, of respective weights c(u,v)2 ,+∞, c(u,v)2 and+∞
(hence, we double the value of any solution, and so, in particular, the optimal value). Then, we replace any articulation vertex
(i.e., any vertex whose removal disconnects the graph) by a cycle with heavy edges (let us call such a cycle an articulation
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Fig. 1. Transforming an articulation vertex into an articulation cycle (the big black vertices are the ones of the new cycle that lie on the outer face).
cycle), containing one vertex for each edge that was adjacent to the initial vertex. Eventually, we make the ith edge initially
adjacent to the articulation vertex adjacent to the ith vertex of the articulation cycle. In order to preserve planarity, wemust
do this in such a way that the order of the edges corresponds to the order that one gets, for instance, by visiting these edges
clockwise (assuming that the graph is embedded in the planewithout crossings). If therewas a terminal ti on the articulation
vertex, then in this new graph we will make ti lie on one of the vertices of the corresponding articulation cycle that are on
the outer face (there are two such vertices for each inclusion-wise maximal 2-vertex-connected component where ti lies in
the initial graph). This transformation, which is well-defined (the articulation cycle being a cycle of length at least 4) and
can be done in linear time, is illustrated in Fig. 1.
We also need to number the vertices on the outer face. The numbering of a vertex v will be denoted by n(v). To do this
numbering, start from an arbitrary vertex of the outer face (which shall thus be the vertex numbered 1), then number the
other vertices 2, 3, . . . , by following the order obtained by visiting the outer face clockwise. (This way, since all terminal
vertices are distinct, no two of them have the same number.) To simplify the notations, given two vertices u and v lying on
the outer face such that n(u) < n(v), we denote by p(u, v) the vertices of the chain linking u to v on the outer face (i.e., the
verticesw of the outer face such that n(u) ≤ n(w) ≤ n(v)). Sometimes, we shall even abuse the notation and write p(u, v)
for this chain itself.
2.3. Proof of the algorithm
In this section, we prove our main result. We begin with a useful lemma:
Lemma 1. Given a planar MinMC instance with outer terminals, any clustering of the terminals associated with an optimal
solution of this instance is such that, for any pair of clusters Ti and Tj with i 6= j, for any pair of terminals vi and v′i of Ti (with
n(vi) < n(v′i)) and for any pair of terminals vj and v
′
j of Tj (with n(vj) < n(v
′
j)), we have:
p(vi, v′i) ∩ p(vj, v′j) = ∅ or p(vi, v′i) ⊂ p(vj, v′j) or p(vj, v′j) ⊂ p(vi, v′i). (1)
Proof. Take any optimal solution for this MinMC instance, and define vi, v′i , vj and v
′
j as above. First, we have vi 6= vj (for
instance), so we cannot have p(vi, v′i) = p(vj, v′j). Moreover, if we had p(vi, v′i) ∩ p(vj, v′j) 6= ∅, p(vi, v′i) 6⊆ p(vj, v′j) and
p(vj, v′j) 6⊆ p(vi, v′i), then this would imply w.l.o.g. that the four vertices vi, v′i , vj, v′j are such that n(vi) < n(vj) < n(v′i) <
n(v′j). However, since the solution we consider is optimal, and since vi and v
′
i (resp. vj and v
′
j ) belong to the same cluster (of
the clustering associated with this solution), they belong to the same connected component once the edges of the solution
have been removed. Hence, there does exist a chain between vi and v′i and a chain between vj and v
′
j . By assumption, these
two chains must be vertex-disjoint (otherwise, the four vertices would be in the same connected component), but, by the
planarity of the graph and the fact that the terminals lie on the outer face, this is not possible (see [17] for a complete proof
of this fact). Lemma 1 follows. 
This lemma shows that the clusterings we are interested in correspond, in fact, to laminar families [13, Chapter 2.2] of
the set of vertices lying on the outer face: actually, the set to be considered for each cluster Ti are the vertices of p(ui, vi),
where n(ui) = minw∈Ti n(w) and n(vi) = maxw∈Ti n(w). It is known that any laminar family can be represented by a tree:
here, the terminals are the leaves, each other node corresponds to a cluster, and the father of a node, associated with a set
of terminals, is the smallest cluster that strictly contains all these terminals.
It is then easy to show that, when adding cluster vertices and edges to any clustering satisfying Property (1), we obtain a
planarMinMTC instance with a bounded number of terminals (one for each cluster). Indeed, it suffices to show that, given
such a clustering, we can add the cluster vertex and edges corresponding to one of the ‘‘minimal’’ clusters Ti (and then
remove Ti from the list of the clusters) in such a way that the graph remains planar and the terminals lying in all the other
clusters are still on the outer face: by induction, this will yield the desired MinMTC instance. Here, ‘‘minimal’’ means that
p(ui, vi) contains only terminals in Ti, where n(ui) = minw∈Ti n(w) and n(vi) = maxw∈Ti n(w), and such a cluster always
exists when (1) holds. One way of doing this is to draw a curve from ui to vi (assuming that |Ti| ≥ 2, since otherwise there is
nothing to do) lying on the outer face (let us call it a cluster curve), in such away that this curve is homotopic to p(ui, vi)with
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respect to the outer face (i.e., it can be continuously transformed into p(ui, vi)without being blocked by the boundary of the
outer face when doing so). Then, choose any point on this curve, and make the cluster vertex lie on it. Finally, link all the
terminals in Ti to this point (vertex) by curves (edges), such that no two curves are crossing and all the curves are contained
in the plane region bounded by p(ui, vi) and the cluster curve (this can be easily done). The obtained graph is as required.
This may be seen as actually constructing the tree associated with the laminar family corresponding to the clustering.
It is worth noticing that the planar MinMTC instance we obtain when adding cluster vertices and edges does not
necessarily have outer terminals: hence, we cannot use the algorithm given in [4]. Also notice that Property (1) is necessary
(for a clustering to be associated with an optimal solution of aMinMC instance), but it is clearly not sufficient.
To summarize our approach, we only need to enumerate all the clusterings satisfying (a) and containing at most 2|N |
clusters (since the graph obtained by removing the edges of any optimal multicut cannot have more than 2|N | connected
components), and, for each one of them, to check if Property (1) holds (since otherwise, by Lemma 1, this clustering cannot
be associated with an optimal solution). If it does hold, we compute the best solution associated with this clustering by
reducing the initialMinMC instance to a planarMinMTC instance.
Therefore, our algorithm forMinMC is as follows:
• For each clustering satisfying (a) and containing at most 2|N | clusters do:
– If the current clustering does not satisfy Property (1), then reject it;
– Otherwise, transform the instance into a planarMinMTC instance, and solve this new instance by using your favorite
algorithm (e.g., one of the two given in [5,12]). Keep the solution obtained only if it is better than the best one found
until now;
• At the end of the algorithm, output the best computed solution.
The running time of the step where we check whether Property (1) holds being small compared to the one needed to
solve theMinMTC instance (more details are given in the next section), the whole running time is bounded by the number
of potential clusterings (a constant, since |N | is fixed) times the running time of the algorithm used to solve the MinMTC
instance (which is polynomial [5,12]). Therefore, we have proved:
Theorem 1. MinMC is polynomial-time solvable in planar graphs with outer terminals, if the number of terminals is fixed.
It can be noticed, in particular, that this includes the cacti, and even the outerplanar graphs, with a fixed number of
terminals.
2.4. Some remarks on the time complexity
In this section, we discuss some implementation details for the algorithm described in the previous section.
First, checking whether (a) holds can easily be done in O(|N |) time, and checking whether a given clustering satisfies
Property (1) can be done inO(|N |4) time (itmeans that this time is dominated by the running time of Hartvigsen’s algorithm,
which is O(|N |4|N |n2|N |−4 log n), and which is better than the one of Dahlhaus et al.’s algorithm). Indeed, we have to
consider every pair of clusters Ti and Tj (there are O(|N |) clusters, and thus O(|N |2) pairs to be considered) and every
combination of pairs of vertices vi, v′i of Ti and of pairs of vertices vj, v
′
j of Tj. A naive implementation leads to a running
time of O(|N |6). However, it is not difficult to show that, given two clusters Ti and Tj, it is sufficient to consider the pairs
vi, v
′
i ∈ Ti and vj, v′j ∈ Tj such that there is no w satisfying (i) w ∈ Ti and n(vi) < n(w) < n(v′i) or (ii) w ∈ Tj and
n(vj) < n(w) < n(v′j), since, if we had n(vi) < n(vj) < n(v
′
i) < n(v
′
j) and if such a w existed, this would yield (iii)
w ∈ Ti and either n(vi) < n(vj) < n(w) < n(v′j) or n(w) < n(vj) < n(v′i) < n(v′j), or (iv) w ∈ Tj and either
n(vi) < n(w) < n(v′i) < n(v
′
j) or n(vi) < n(vj) < n(v
′
i) < n(w): as a consequence, we could replace one of the four
terminals vi, v′i , vj, v
′
j byw.
So, actually, only O(|N |) pairs of terminals have to be considered in Ti (the pairs of terminals vi, v′i with n(vi) < n(v′i)
such that there is no w ∈ Ti satisfying n(vi) < n(w) < n(v′i)) and only O(|N |) pairs of terminals have to be considered
in Tj. Finally, given vi, v′i ∈ Ti and vj, v′j ∈ Tj (with n(vi) < n(v′i) and n(vj) < n(v′j)), deciding whether vi, v′i , vj, v′j
satisfy Property (1) can be done in constant time by checking whether n(vi) < n(v′i) < n(vj) < n(v
′
j), or whether
n(vj) < n(v′j) < n(vi) < n(v
′
i), or whether n(vi) < n(vj) < n(v
′
j) < n(v
′
i), or whether n(vj) < n(vi) < n(v
′
i) < n(v
′
j). This
implies that O(|N |2 · |N | · |N |) = O(|N |4) comparisons are needed to decide whether Property (1) holds or not.
As already observed, this enables us to conclude that the running time is dominated by the time needed to enumerate
all the clusterings times the complexity of the algorithm used to solve the MinMTC instances. Hartvigsen’s algorithm is
theoretically the most efficient, but in fact the time complexities of the two algorithms differ only by small factors, and both
are huge (although polynomial) even for reasonable values of k. It would be worth improving them.
It should be noticed that we assume here that the enumeration of all the valid clusterings is done as described in
Section 2.3, i.e., by enumerating all the clusterings containing at most 2|N | clusters, and then checking, for each one of
them, whether Property (1) holds. However, it may be possible that specific algorithms for enumerating laminar families of
a ground set (based, for instance, on the relationship between laminar families and trees) result in better running times for
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this enumeration step. In any case, as we already pointed out, the bottleneck in the complexity of our algorithm is the time
needed to solve theMinMTC instances.
Finally, the running time of our algorithm can be improved to linear if there are only two terminal pairs (recall that the
minimum cut problem is linear-time solvable in planar graphs if the source and sink lie on the outer face [4], and can be
solved in O(n log n) time otherwise [5]). In this configuration, removing the edges of any optimal solution leaves two or
three connected components, so we have to try both possibilities. Indeed, let us prove that it cannot leave four components.
Assume that it can. Then, for i ∈ {1, 2}, let Vi and V ′i denote the set of vertices of the connected component containing si and
s′i respectively. For each i, we know that any edge of this solution adjacent to a vertex of Vi has to be adjacent to a vertex of
V ′i (and vice versa), since otherwise this edge would be useless, and so would not belong to an optimal solution. Therefore,
no edge adjacent to a vertex in V1 ∪ V ′1 is adjacent to a vertex in V2 ∪ V ′2: this is not possible, because we assumed the initial
graph to be connected.
In the case of two components, the associated clustering can be either {{s1, s′2}, {s′1, s2}} or {{s1, s2}, {s′1, s′2}}: denote it
by {{a, b}, {c, d}}. The four terminals lie on the outer face in the order a, b, c, d, since they must satisfy Property (1). Hence,
the instance can be reduced to a planar minimum cut instance with outer source and sink (by linking a new source to a and
b and a new sink to c and d), and solved in linear time.
In the case of three connected components, the associated clustering can be {{s1}, {s2}, {s′1, s′2}}, {{s′1}, {s′2}, {s1, s2}},{{s1}, {s′2}, {s′1, s2}} or {{s′1}, {s2}, {s1, s′2}}. Denote this clustering by {{a}, {b}, {c, d}}. Without loss of generality, the four
terminals lie on the outer face in the order a, b, c, d or a, c, b, d. If they lie in the order a, b, c, d, the instance can be reduced
to a planarMinMTC instancewith three terminals, all lying on the outer face (by linking c and d to a new terminal), and solved
in linear time [4]. (Alternatively, it can also be solved in linear time as a planar minimum cut instance with outer source and
sink, separating a, b from c, d.) Otherwise, an optimal multicut consists of two cuts: one separating a from b, c, d, the other
separating b from a, c, d. These two cuts are necessarily disjoint, since otherwise they would partition the graph into four
connected components, which, as was already pointed out, is not possible. Hence, the instance can be solved by solving two
planar minimum cut instances with outer source and sink: the first instance is obtained by linking b, c, d to a new sink (a
being the source), the second one by linking a, c, d to a new sink (b being the source). The optimal multicut is then the union
of these two simple cuts, and can thus be obtained in linear time.
3. Open problems
A lot of problems related to ours are still open. For instance, we leave open the complexity of MinMC in planar graphs
when |N | is fixed. We also leave open the problem of designing an FPT [6] algorithm for the problem considered in this
paper (our algorithm is clearly not FPT, since the ones given in [5,12] are not; however, it would be if one of them was).
Another question to be considered is whether there exists a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for planar
MinMTC: the problem is known to be NP -hard [5], but not APX-hard. However, although MinMTC is tractable in k-
outerplanar graphs (since, according to [5], it can be solved in polynomial time in bounded tree-width graphs), it seems
that the general framework for designing PTASs developed in [1] and based on a decomposition of the planar graph into a
set of k-outerplanar graphs (one gets optimal solutions for the k-outerplanar graphs, and then combines them into a single
solution) cannot be easily applied toMinMTC, since gluing the pieces together does not always yield a multiterminal cut for
the whole graph.
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